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By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Luxury Daily's live news for Nov. 29:

Architectural Digest announces AD PRO Directory launch

As Cond Nast shelter publication Architectural Digest's coveted AD100 list goes live, Luxury Daily exclusively
presents the launch of the AD PRO Directory.

LVMH buys key Italian jewelry manufacturing partner Pedemonte Group

French luxury conglomerate LVMH has bought the Pedemonte Group from the Equinox III SLP SIF investment fund,
further bolstering its jewelry production capacity and extending its presence in Italy by buying a key manufacturing
partner.

Louis Vuitton teases second collaboration with art icon Yayoi Kusama

A decade after the first partnership, French fashion label Louis Vuitton and Yayoi Kusama will once again work
together to create a joint collection rife with the Japanese artist's  trademark aesthetic.

JD.com pledges wealth redistribution as part of China's common prosperity' drive

Ecommerce giant JD.com is to cut top executive pay at the company starting from the first day of 2023.

Invitation to participate: State of the Luxury Market 2023 Survey

Luxury Daily invites you to participate in the State of the Luxury Market 2023 Survey. All respondents will receive the
executive summary of the report, plus a complimentary copy of a new Unity Marketing trend report, "HENRYs in
Recession: How Luxury Brands Can Prepare."

Introducing Luxury Women to Watch 2023

Luxury Daily annually honors smart women executives who show the potential to make a difference next year in the
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luxury business.
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